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RL Setup procedure

- indicated by the Initial DL TX Power IE.
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8.3.1 Radio Link Setup

8.3.1.1 General

This procedure is used for establishing the necessary resources in the DRNS for one or more radio links.

The connection-oriented service of the signalling bearer shall be established in conjunction with this procedure.

8.3.1.2 Successful Operation

SRNC

RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE

RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST

DRNC

Figure 5: Radio Link Setup procedure: Successful Operation

When the SRNC makes an algorithmic decision to add the first cell or set of cells from a DRNS to the active set of a
specific UE-UTRAN connection, the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is sent to the corresponding DRNC to
request establishment of the radio link(s).

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be established according to Annex A.

If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS may queue the
request the time corresponding to the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute the request.

If no D-RNTI IE was included in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the DRNC shall assign a new D-
RNTI for this UE.

<Not affected part is omitted>

DL Power Control:

[FDD - If both the Initial DL TX Power IE and Uplink SIR Target IE are included in the message, the DRNS
shall use the indicated DL TX Power and Uplink SIR Target as initial value. If the value of the Initial DL TX
Power IE is outside the configured DL TX power range, the DRNS shall apply these constrains when setting
the initial DL TX power. The DRNS shall also include the configured DL TX power range defined by
Maximum DL TX Power IE and Minimum DL TX Power IE in the RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE
message. The DRNS shall not transmit with a higher power than indicated by the Maximum DL TX Power IE
or lower than indicated by the Minimum DL TX Power IE on any DL DPCH of the RL except during
compressed mode, when the PSIR(k) , as described in ref.[10] subclause 5.2.1.3, shall be added to the
maximum DL power in slot k.]

[FDD - If both the Initial DL TX Power and the Uplink SIR Target IEs are not included in the RADIO LINK
SETUP REQUEST message, then DRNC shall determine the initial Uplink SIR Target and include it in the
Uplink SIR Target IE in the RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE message.]

[TDD – The DRNC shall use the Uplink SIR Target CCTrCH IEs in the RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE
message to indicate for any UL CCTrCH an Uplink SIR Target value in case this is deviating from the value
included in the Uplink SIR Target IE specified for the Radio Link. If in any [3.84Mcps TDD - UL CCTrCH
Information IE] [1.28Mcps TDD - UL CCTrCH Information LCR IE] the Uplink SIR Target CCTrCH IE is
not included, the value of the Uplink SIR Target IE shall apply to the respective UL CCTrCH.]

[FDD - If the Primary CPICH Ec/No IE is present, the DRNC should use the indicated value when deciding
the Initial DL TX Power. If the Enhanced Primary CPICH Ec/No IE is present, the DRNC should use the
indicated value when deciding the Initial DL Tx Power.]
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[TDD - If the Primary CCPCH RSCP IE and/or the [3.84Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot ISCP Info IE] and/or the
[1.28Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot ISCP Info LCR IE] are present, the DRNC should use the indicated values
when deciding the Initial DL TX Power.]

[FDD – The DRNS shall start any DL transmission using the indicated DL TX power level (if received) or
the decided DL TX power level on each DL channelisation code of a RL until UL synchronisation is
achieved on the Uu interface for the concerned RLS or Power Balancing is activated. No inner loop power
control or power balancing shall be performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to
the inner loop power control (see ref.[10] subclause 5.2.1.2) and the power control procedure (see 8.3.15).]

[TDD – The DRNS shall start any DL transmission using the decided DL TX power level on each DL
channelisation code and on each Time Slot of a RL until UL synchronisation is achieved on the Uu interface
for the concerned RL. No inner loop power control shall be performed during this period. The DL power
shall then vary according to the inner loop power control (see ref. [22] subclause 4.2.3.3).]

[FDD – If the received Inner Loop DL PC Status IE is set to "Active", the DRNS shall activate the inner loop
DL power control for all RLs. If Inner Loop DL PC Status IE is set to "Inactive", the DRNS shall deactivate
the inner loop DL power control for all RLs according to ref. [10].

[FDD - If the DPC Mode IE is present in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the DRNC shall
apply the DPC mode indicated in the message, and be prepared that the DPC mode may be changed during
the life time of the RL. If the DPC Mode IE is not present in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message,
DPC mode 0 shall be applied (see ref. [10]).]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes the DL Power Balancing Information IE
and the Power Adjustment Type IE is set to "Common" or "Individual", the DRNS shall activate the power
balancing, if activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is supported,
according to subclause 8.3.15, using the DL Power Balancing Information IE. If the DRNS starts the DL
transmission and the activation of the power balancing at the same CFN, the initial power of the power
balancing i.e. Pinit shall be set to the power level indicated by the Initial DL TX Power IEDL TX power level
(if received) or the decided DL TX power level on each DL channelisation code of a RL based on the
Primary CPICH Ec/No IE or the Enhanced Primary CPICH Ec/No IE.]

[FDD – If activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is supported by
the DRNS, the DRNC shall include the DL Power Balancing Activation Indicator IE in the RL Information
Response IE in the RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE message.]

<Not affected part is omitted>

8.3.2 Radio Link Addition

8.3.2.1 General

This procedure is used for establishing the necessary resources in the DRNS for one or more additional RLs towards a
UE when there is already at least one RL established to the concerned UE via this DRNS.

This procedure shall use the signalling bearer connection for the relevant UE Context.

The Radio Link Addition procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists, as defined in
subclause 3.1.

[FDD – The Radio Link Addition procedure serves to establish one or more new Radio Links which do not contain the
DSCH. If the DSCH shall be moved into a new Radio Link, the Radio Link reconfiguration procedure shall be applied.]

[TDD – The Radio Link Addition procedure serves to establish a new Radio Link with the DSCH and USCH included,
if they existed before.]
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8.3.2.2 Successful Operation

SRNC    DRNC

RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST

RADIO LINK ADDITION RESPONSE

Figure 7: Radio Link Addition procedure: Successful Operation

The procedure is initiated with a RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message sent from the SRNC to the DRNC.

Upon reception, the DRNS shall reserve the necessary resources and configure the new RL(s) according to the
parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications.

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be established according to Annex A.

<Not affected part is omitted>

DL Power Control:

[FDD - If the Primary CPICH Ec/No IE or the Primary CPICH Ec/No IE and the Enhanced Primary CPICH
Ec/No IE measured by the UE are included for an RL in the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message,
the DRNS shall use this in the calculation of the Initial DL TX Power for this RL. If the Primary CPICH
Ec/No IE is not present, the DRNS shall set the Initial DL TX Power based on the power relative to the
Primary CPICH power used by the existing RLs.]

[TDD - If the Primary CCPCH RSCP IE and/or the [3.84Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot ISCP Info IE] and/or the
[1.28Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot ISCP Info LCR IE] are included in the RADIO LINK ADDITION
REQUEST message, the DRNS shall use them in the calculation of the Initial DL TX Power. If the Primary
CCPCH RSCP IE and [3.84Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot ISCP Info IE] and [1.28Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot
ISCP Info LCR IE] are not present, the DRNS shall set the Initial DL TX Power based on the power relative
to the Primary CCPCH power used by the existing RL.]

[FDD - The Initial DL TX Power shall be applied until UL synchronisation is achieved on the Uu interface
for that RLS or Power Balancing is activated. No inner loop power control or power balancing shall be
performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to the inner loop power control (see
ref. [10] subclause 5.2.1.2) and the power control procedure (see 8.3.7)].

[TDD – The Initial DL TX Power shall be applied until UL synchronisation is achieved on the Uu interface
for that RL. No inner loop power control shall be performed during this period. The DL power shall then
vary according to the inner loop power control (see ref. [22] subclause 4.2.3.3).].

[FDD - If the DPC Mode IE is present in the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message, the DRNC
shall apply the DPC mode indicated in the message, and be prepared that the DPC mode may be changed
during the lifetime of the RL. If the DPC Mode IE is not present in the RADIO LINK ADDITION
REQUEST message, DPC mode 0 shall be applied (see ref. [10]).]

The DRNC shall also provide the configured UL Maximum SIR and UL Minimum SIR for every new RL to
the SRNC in the RADIO LINK ADDITION RESPONSE message. These values are taken into consideration
by DRNS admission control and shall be used by the SRNC as limits for the UL inner-loop power control
target.

The DRNC shall provide the configured Maximum DL TX Power IE and Minimum DL TX Power IE for
every new RL to the SRNC in the RADIO LINK ADDITION RESPONSE message. The DRNS shall not
transmit with a higher power than indicated by the Maximum DL TX Power IE or lower than indicated by the
Minimum DL TX Power IE on any DL DPCH of the RL [FDD – except during compressed mode, when the
PSIR(k), as described in ref.[10] subclause 5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k].

[FDD – If the power balancing is active with the Power Balancing Adjustment Type of the UE Context set to
"Individual" in the existing RL(s) and the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message includes the DL
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Reference Power IE, the DRNS shall activate the power balancing and use the DL Reference Power IE for
the power balancing procedure in the new RL(s), if activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK
ADDITION REQUEST message is supported, according to subclause 8.3.15. If the DRNS starts the DL
transmission and the activation of the power balancing at the same CFN, the initial power of the power
balancing, i.e. Pinit shall be set to the power level which is calculated based on the Primary CPICH Ec/No IE
or the Enhanced Primary CPICH Ec/No IE (if received), or to the power level which is calculated based on
the power relative to the Primary CPICH power used by the existing RLs.]

[FDD – If activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message is supported
by the DRNS, the DRNC shall include the DL Power Balancing Activation Indicator IE in the RL
Information Response IE in the RADIO LINK ADDITION RESPONSE message.]
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- indicated by the Initial DL TX Power IE.
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8.2.17 Radio Link Setup

8.2.17.1 General

This procedure is used for establishing the necessary resources for a new Node B Communication Context in the Node
B.

[FDD – The Radio Link Setup procedure is used to establish one or more radio links. The procedure establishes one or
more DCHs on all radio links, and in addition, it can include the establishment of one or more DSCHs or an HS-DSCH
on one radio link.]

[TDD – The Radio Link Setup procedure is used to establish one radio link including one or more transport channels.
The transport channels can be a mix of DCHs, DSCHs, and USCHs, or DCHs and an HS-DSCH, including also
combinations where one or more transport channel types are not present.]

8.2.17.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST

RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE

Figure 24: Radio Link Setup procedure, Successful Operation

The procedure is initiated with a RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message sent from the CRNC to the Node B using
the Node B Control Port.

Upon reception of the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the Node B shall reserve necessary resources and
configure the new Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the message.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be established according to Annex A.

<Not affected part is omitted>

DL Power Control:

[FDD – The Node B shall start any DL transmission using the initial DL power specified in the message on
each DL DPCH of the RL until either UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is achieved for the RLS or
Power Balancing is activated. No inner loop power control or balancing shall be performed during this
period. The DL power shall then vary according to the inner loop power control (see ref.[10], subclause
5.2.1.2) and the power control procedure (see subclause 8.3.7), but shall always be kept within the maximum
and minimum limit specified in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message. During compressed mode,
the PSIR(k), as described in ref.[10] subclause 5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

[FDD - If the DPC Mode IE is present in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the Node B shall
apply the DPC mode indicated in the message and be prepared that the DPC mode may be changed during
the life time of the RL. If the DPC Mode IE is not present in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message,
DPC mode 0 shall be applied (see ref. [10]).]

[TDD – The Node B shall determine the initial CCTrCH DL power for each CCTrCH by the following rule:
If the CCTrCH Initial DL Transmission Power IE is included for that CCTrCH, then the Node B shall use
that power for the initial CCTrCH DL power, otherwise the initial CCTrCH DL power is the Initial DL
Transmission Power IE included in the RL Information IE. The Node B shall start any DL transmission on
each CCTrCH using the initial CCTrCH DL power, as determined above, on each DL DPCH and on each
Time Slot of the CCTrCH until the UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is achieved for the CCTrCH. No
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inner loop power control shall be performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to
the inner loop power control (see ref.[22], subclause 4.2.3.3), but shall always be kept within the maximum
and minimum limit specified in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message.]

[TDD – If the [3.84Mcps TDD - DL Time Slot ISCP Info IE] or [1.28Mcps TDD - DL Timeslot ISCP LCR
IE] is present, the Node B shall use the indicated value when deciding the initial DL TX Power for each
timeslot as specified in [21], i.e. it shall reduce the DL TX power in those downlink timeslots of the radio
link where the interference is low, and increase the DL TX power in those timeslots where the interference is
high, while keeping the total downlink power in the radio link unchanged].

[FDD – If the received Inner Loop DL PC Status IE is set to "Active", the Node B shall activate the inner
loop DL power control for all RLs. If Inner Loop DL PC Status IE is set to "Inactive", the Node B shall
deactivate the inner loop DL power control for all RLs according to ref. [10].]

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes the DL Power Balancing Information IE
and the Power Adjustment Type IE is set to "Common" or "Individual", the Node B shall activate the power
balancing, if activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is supported,
according to subclause 8.3.7, using the DL Power Balancing Information IE. If the Node B starts the DL
transmission and the activation of the power balancing at the same CFN, the initial power of the power
balancing, i.e. Pinit shall be set to the power level indicated by the Initial DL Transmission Power IEDL TX
power level (if received) or the decided DL TX power level on each DL channelisation code of a RL.]

[FDD – If activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is supported by
the Node B, the Node B shall include the DL Power Balancing Activation Indicator IE in the RL Information
Response IE in the RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE message.]

<Not affected part is omitted>

8.3.1 Radio Link Addition

8.3.1.1 General

This procedure is used for establishing the necessary resources in the Node B for one or more additional RLs towards a
UE when there is already a Node B Communication Context for this UE in the Node B.

The Radio Link Addition procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause
3.1.

8.3.1.2 Successful Operation

CRNC Node B

RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST

RADIO LINK ADDITION RESPONSE

Figure: 28 Radio Link Addition procedure, Successful Operation

The procedure is initiated with a RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message sent from the CRNC to the Node B
using the Communication Control Port assigned to the concerned Node B Communication Context.

Upon reception, the Node B shall reserve the necessary resources and configure the new RL(s) according to the
parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications.

The Node B shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be established according to Annex A.
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<Not affected part is omitted>

DL Power Control:

[FDD – If the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message includes the Initial DL Transmission Power
IE, the Node B shall apply the given power to the transmission on each DL DPCH of the RL when starting
transmission until either UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is achieved for the RLS or Power Balancing
is activated. If no Initial DL Transmission Power IE is included, the Node B shall use any transmission
power level currently used on already existing RLs for this Node B Communication Context. No inner loop
power control or balancing shall be performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to
the inner loop power control (see ref.[10], subclause 5.2.1.2) with DPC MODE currently configured for the
relevant Node B Communication Context and the downlink power control procedure (see subclause 8.3.7).]

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message includes the [3.84Mcps TDD - Initial DL
Transmission Power IE] [1.28Mcps TDD – DL Time Slot ISCP Info LCR IE], the Node B shall determine the
initial CCTrCH DL power for each CCTrCH by the following rule: If the CCTrCH Initial DL Transmission
Power IE is included for that CCTrCH, then the Node B shall use that power for the initial CCTrCH DL
power, otherwise the initial CCTrCH DL power is the Initial DL Transmission Power IE included in the RL
Information IE. The Node B shall apply the given power to the transmission on each DL DPCH and on each
Time Slot of the CCTrCH when starting transmission until the UL synchronisation on the Uu interface is
achieved for the CCTrCH. If no Initial DL Transmission Power IE is included (even if CCTrCH Initial DL
Transmission Power IEs are included), the Node B shall use any transmission power level currently used on
already existing CCTrCHs for this Node B Communication Context. No inner loop power control shall be
performed during this period. The DL power shall then vary according to the inner loop power control (see
ref.[22], subclause 4.2.3.3).]

If the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message includes the Maximum DL Power IE, the Node B shall
store this value and not transmit with a higher power on any DL DPCH of the RL. If no Maximum DL Power
IE is included, any Maximum DL power stored for already existing RLs for this Node B Communication
Contextshall be applied. [FDD - During compressed mode, the PSIR(k), as described in ref.[10] subclause
5.2.1.3, shall be added to the maximum DL power in slot k.]

If the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message includes the Minimum DL Power IE, the Node B shall
store this value and never transmit with a lower power on any DL DPCH of the RL. If no Minimum DL
Power IE is included, any Minimum DL power stored for already existing RLs for this Node B
Communication Contextshall be applied.

[TDD – If the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message includes the DL Time Slot ISCP Info IE, the
Node B shall use the indicated value when deciding the DL TX Power for each timeslot as specified in ref.
[21], i.e. it shall reduce the DL TX power in those downlink timeslots of the radio link where the interference
is low, and increase the DL TX power in those timeslots where the interference is high, while keeping the
total downlink power in the radio link unchanged].

[FDD – If the power balancing is active with the Power Balancing Adjustment Type of the Node B
Communication Context set to "Individual" in the existing RL(s) and the RADIO LINK ADDITION
REQUEST message includes the DL Reference Power IE, the Node B shall activate the power balancing and
use the DL Reference Power IE for the power balancing procedure in the new RL(s), if activation of power
balancing by the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message is supported, according to subclause 8.3.7.
If the Node B starts the DL transmission and the activation of the power balancing at the same CFN, the
initial power of the power balancing, i.e. Pinit shall be set to the power level indicated by the Initial DL
Transmission Power IE (if received) or the decided DL TX power level on each DL channelisation code of a
RL based on power level of exiting RLs.]

[FDD – If activation of power balancing by the RADIO LINK ADDITION REQUEST message is supported
by the Node B, the Node B shall include the DL Power Balancing Activation Indicator IE in the RL
Information Response IE in the RADIO LINK ADDITION RESPONSE message.]
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